Name(s):  

You are living in the year 2060, and you work for the Mars Adventure Travel Corporation in their advertising office. Your main job is to convince people to visit Mars. There are new bases on Mars with habitats that maintain temperature, provide air to breathe, protect from radiation, and have running water. Your group's task is to create an advertisement convincing people to visit the Red Planet. Talk with your supervisor (the teacher) about how you want to present your advertisement before you begin. Use the books provided to help you, and jot down ideas on the sheets, below. Use additional paper if you run out of room. Your advertisement should include:

A description of Mars:

A description of traveling to Mars (time, description of ship/transportation):

A description of base facilities (your shelter on the Red Planet):
A description of activities on Mars (may include science activities, travel to destinations on Mars, recreational sports in lower gravity, etc.):

A description of safety features provided for a stay on Mars:

Other ideas (use your knowledge about Mars, but also your imagination about how and where Earthlings would live and what they might do while visiting Mars):